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ROCKLER'S NEW BANDY CLAMP  
REVOLUTIONIZES EDGE CLAMPING

Applies Even, Non-Marring Pressure Around Edge Profiles

MEDINA, MN (March 26, 2015) - Rockler Woodworking and Hardware has 
introduced the Bandy Clamp Edge Clamp, an innovative tool that quickly and 
easily clamps edging to plywood, MDF and other sheet materials without 
damaging the piece or the edge profile. Bandy Clamp applies even pressure all the 
way around virtually any edge, including very ornate or decorative designs as well 
as oddly shaped or asymmetrical profiles.

Bandy Clamp makes edge banding and molding projects easy by providing fast, 
one-handed clamping. The clamping pressure is created simply by squeezing 
the clamp open and pushing the built-in flexible rubber band against the profile or 
piece being clamped until the desired resistance is achieved. 

"The Bandy Clamp has changed the game of clamping tricky edge profiles and 
odd objects," says Steve Krohmer, Vice President of Product Marketing at Rockler. 
"Simply squeeze and push the clamp onto any piece that fits inside the jaws, and 
Bandy Clamp will hold it."

Each Bandy Clamp features a built-in flexible rubber band that stretches to 
conform to the shape of the item being clamped. The band is made of tough, 
tear-resistant rubber which has three extra-strength splines molded into it. Large, 
anti-slip clamp pads on pivoting jaws accommodate clamping at different angles 
with full pad contact. Neither the clamp pads nor the rubber band will mar the 
workpiece, allowing users to clamp a variety of contours and surfaces without 
worry.

Bandy Clamps (54258) are priced at $19.99 per pair (or $49.98 for three pairs) 
and can be purchased at Rockler Woodworking and Hardware stores nationwide, 
Rockler.com, or from the Rockler catalog. For store locations or a free catalog, visit 
www.rockler.com or call 1-877-ROCKLER.
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ABOUT ROCKLER WOODWORKING AND HARDWARE
Celebrating its 61st year as a family-run business, Rockler Woodworking and Hardware is the na-
tion’s premier supplier of specialty hardware, tools, lumber and other high quality woodworking and 
do-it-yourself products. Rockler has 29 retail locations in AZ, CA, CO, GA, IL, IN, MA, ME, MI, MN, 
MO, NH, NY, OH, OR, PA, TX, WA, and WI, as well as extensive catalog and internet operations.  

To learn more about Rockler, please visit www.rockler.com or call 1-877-ROCKLER.
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